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Q: How to make a large parabolic mirror cheap??
A: Spin it!



Making a large parabolic mirror

Large Zenith Telescope, liquid mercury, 8.5 meters, Canada



Making a large parabolic mirror

Large Zenith Telescope, liquid mercury, 8.5 meters, Canada

•Cheap, but not 
very practical

•Can only point 
‘up’

•Surface not very 
smooth 
(vibrations, air 
current)

•Toxic



Making a large parabolic mirror

Spincasting glass mirror at U. Arizona Mirror lab



Coma
Problem: A parabola focuses on-axis light (i.e., the 
central pixel) at a single point. But focus of off-axis light 
is not as sharp.
 ** Spherical optics have no coma!

With Coma     Without Coma



Coma

Solution: Put on a corrector plate (for refractor), or a 
curved secondary (for reflector).



Field Curvature

Problem: Lenses are curved, so they naturally create a 
focal plane that is curved, not flat.

NB: This is not really an aberration.  But it is often 
desireable to have the focal plane be flat.



Field Curvature
Solutions
• Stack corrector lenses.
• Bend your focal plane to accommodate your optics.

Curved focal plane on Kepler spacecraft



Geometric Distortion
Problem: Straight lines don’t appear straight (i.e., there 
is not a linear mapping from RA/Dec to X/Y on focal 
plane)



Geometric Distortion
Solution:

• Stack corrector lenses

• Or just correct in software. Not a big deal.



Diffraction Spikes*
Problem: Stars have four points

* Or more generally, PSF Quality



Diffraction Spikes

Diffraction pattern caused by support structure for 
secondary



Diffraction Spikes

Solutions:

• Use thinner wires to support secondary

• Put secondary on a glass plate instead of metal supports

• Use an offset design (e.g., MeerKAT)

• Correct for it in software, or when planning observations (e.g., 
roll the telescope and place the spikes where you want them)

In general, diffraction spikes are hard to get rid of, 
but not that big a deal except in very high contrast 
observations (e.g., trying to find a faint satellite 
around a distant planet)





Diffraction Spikes

MeerKAT ‘Offset Gregorian’ 
optical path: secondary is 
placed completely out of 
way of primary, minimizing 
diffraction from secondary 
and supports.



Aberrations in Telescopes

Aberration Affects…

Chromatic Aberration Refractors only

Spherical Aberration  Spherical optics only.  
Worst in fast telescopes, on-axis and off.

Coma Non-spherical optics only.  
Worst in fast telescopes, off-axis sources.

Astigmatism Worst in fast telescopes, off-axis sources.

PSF Quality (i.e., diffraction pattern) Diffraction spikes in reflectors only

Field Curvature Worst in fast telescopes

‘Fast’ = low f/ratio = low mag = wide-angle: e.g., f/2



Refractors Reflectors

Historically easy to build

Chromatic aberration No chromatic aberration

Can be long - no folding Compact: folded optics

Transmission blocks some wavelengths 
in UV / IR

Mirrors have high reflectivity; different 
coatings can be used for wavelength 

ranges.

Full aperture visible Secondary mirror blocks some light at 
center of image



Modern Research Telescopes

Nearly all* optical research telescopes are:

• Ritchey-Crétien (big telescopes, d > 0.5 meter)

• Schmidt-Cassegrain (mid-sized, d < 0.5 meter)

For taking pretty pictures with no diffractions spikes, 
most telescopes or camera lenses are:

• Achromat refractor (small, d < 0.3 meter)

* But not SALT…



• Hyperbolic primary and secondary.

• Nearly all spherical aberration and coma eliminated.

• No chromatic aberration. 

• Flat focal plane

• Compact, folded optics

By far the most common large reflector design in the world: 
HST, SAAO/Sutherland, Arizona, Chile, Hawaii, etc.

Ritchey-Crétien Optical Design



Schmidt-Cassegrain Optical Design

• Spherical primary

• Flat secondary

• Aspherical glass corrector plate 

• i.e., this is a ‘catadioptric’ - combination of reflector with low-
power refractor

• No coma, spherical aberration. Only minor chromatic aberration.

• Good wide-angle performance

• Spherical mirror is easy to manufacture

• Compact, folded optics

By far the most common small reflector design: many 
university telescopes, advanced amateurs, etc.



Radio Telescopes

Most radio telescopes focus on a point in the sky 
and make a single measurement — that is, the 
field-of-view (FOV) is a single pixel only, and 
incident beam is parallel to optical axis. 

• Aberrations are much less important, and 
optical design is much simpler.

• Most dishes are parabolic, with prime or 
secondary focus; sometimes offset.

• Emphasis is on reducing noise, off-axis rejection, 
etc — but not on coma, aberrations, etc.





Gravitational lensing: One cluster of galaxies is allowing us four 
images of another distant galaxy.

Four different path lengths, so four different points in time.



Gravitational Lens



Gravitational Lens

Angle of deflection: 

(Optically, this lens is much worse 
than any lens we’ve talked about.)



Gravitational Lensing to Detect Distant Planets



Next week schedule:
Monday:        New problem set distributed. No lecture.
Tuesday:        Cosmos (old - Carl Sagan)
Tuesday Tut:   Quiz on optics and telescopes
Wednesday:   Cosmos (new - Neil deGrasse Tyson)

Quarter exam:   Tuesday 25-March (normal time)
Revision:            Monday 24-March (normal time)


